
WL SWIFT Service Bureau

 
Your gateway
to everywhere

Market Infrastructures - here we come!



Today’s worldwide backbone of interbank communication is based on the  SWIFT network, ensuring the exchange of 
financial messages worth trillions of Euros between around 11,000 institutions. Having a reliable partner for your messag-
ing and connectivity requirements opens the door to a rich correspondent banking network and market infrastructures. 

With our SIP2022 certified WL SWIFT Service Bureau you will benefit from cost-efficiency and the highest 
SWIFT CSP compliant security standards. As well as minimizing operational risk through exceptional flexibility 

and individual adjustment.

Worldline Messaging & Connectivity

Overcome the challenges with our fully CSP-compliant and scalable Messaging and Connectivity Service. 
The solution is suited for financial institutions and corporates of all types and sizes, including tier 1 banks. 
We offer a complete solution with a range of value-added services ensuring you reach the full potential of 
the SWIFT Network and beyond.

The solution
Reach your peace of mind by not 
taking care of fulfilling security 
requirements as we are providing 
the highest level of security and 
compliancy with SWIFT CSP. 
Also supporting you with the 
obligatory reporting towards 
SWIFTNet.

Strenghten your position on the 
market and be the first mover 
when it comes to new 
developments like SWIFT GO or 
Pre-validation service. All 
mandatory changes are done by 
us for free and we always stay on 
track for new services which will 
enrich our service portfolio.

Minimise operational risk (and 
costs) with our state of the art 
infrastructure and first class 
SWIFT connectivity. Our team of 
over 30 SWIFT experts supports 
you 24/7/365. Overall increasing 
business continuity through 
flexibility. 

The challenge

Compliancy & Security

Need of handling all security 
requirements on your own by 
proving compliancy with the 
SWIFT Customer Security 
Programme (CSP). 

Increased levels of business 
continuity required by the ECB 
regulations on Systematically 
Important Payment System 
requirements (SIPS).

Demanding market

The market has never been 
changing so fast like in the past 
couple of years demanding 
market participants to 
constantly adapt and actively 
contribute to new 
developments result in 
deployment of new protocols, 
new services and a completely 
new way of working.
The market demands services 
that are  instant, frictionless, 
convenient, highly secure and 
always available. 

Legacy platforms & lack of 
experts

Existing end of life software is 
often not supporting today's 
market demands and requires 
resource-intensive maintenance 
and specific knowledge., which is 
very rare nowadays.
In times of instant, scalability 
limitations in transaction volumes 
of legacy platforms result in 
competitive disadvantage.
Reaching the security requirements 
for the annual SWIFT certification 
with old systems results in high 
costs and resource allocation. 
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